
  

Important Information 
  

"Oak National Academy is a new collection of high-quality lessons and online resources. Backed by the Government, it has been created in 
response to the coronavirus lockdown. 

Their online classroom offers free access to great teachers, delivering video lessons, quizzes and worksheets. Available for both primary and 
secondary levels, it covers a range of subjects. All of the lessons are ordered so your child can learn along a clear plan. They’ll provide new 
lessons and resources each week. 

Oak National Academy will fit alongside other resources such as BBC Bitesize to offer a structure for the day for children until schools fully 
reopen. 

Oak National Academy was built at speed; at present their resources are for pupils who usually access their schools’ curriculum in 
mainstream education, from reception through to year 10, without significant support or adaptation. They’re currently working on 
providing support for teachers working with pupils with additional needs, and teachers based in specialist settings. Next week they hope to 
launch materials for pupils not able to access all aspects of their current offer." Information taken from the Oak National Academy website 
(https://www.thenational.academy/information-for-parents-pupils/ ) 

The Oak National Academy lessons can be accessed here: https://www.thenational.academy/online-classroom 

As you are aware, at Victoria Dock Primary School we provide a home learning pack every week which is created by our class teachers. 
Although we have these plans already in place, we understand that some families may prefer to work from the materials made 
available through the Oak National Academy. This is absolutely fine and we are thrilled to see so many children learning at home and 
taking the opportunity to also do all kinds of things at home which are not usually taught in the classroom.  

Feel free to continue to use our home learning grids (like the one below) or the lessons provided by the Oak National Academy. Either 
way, we would love you to keep in touch and show us the wonderful things you are doing at home, using Seesaw, Classdojo or Twitter. 

Stay safe and we look forward to returning to school to see everyone's smiling faces. 

https://www.thenational.academy/information-for-parents-pupils/
https://www.thenational.academy/online-classroom


Year 2 Home Learning Grid 
Week Commencing 11.05.2020 

Work to be completed in home learning books 
 

 
1 2 3 4 

Spelling 

Common Exception words 
 

Pick 6 spellings from the common 
exception mat and put them into 

sentences.  Make sure you write your 
sentences in pencil and that all of your 

letters are sitting on the lines! 

Words ending in –tion 
Look, cover, say, write check.  

Look at the word list below.  
The spelling rule is that you use 
contractions for a missing letter or 
letters – can you add the contraction to 
the words below? 
Example: 
he – he’s 
she 
it 
they are 
was not 
is not 
cannot 
we are 

Correct the spelling 
 

Can you correct the spelling mistakes in 
the sentences? 

 

Using different types of conjunctions 
 
Can you use different types of 
conjunctions in the sentences? 

Reading 

Prediction 
Look at the first picture. 

Where do you think the girl would like 
to go in her boat? Where do you think 
she will end up? What might happen 

when she gets there? Make some 
predictions and remember to use what 

you know to help.   

Prediction / Inference 
Look at the second picture. 

1. Where do you think the girl is? 

2. How do you think she was 

feeling when she got there? 

3. Why do you think that some 

parts of the buildings are gold? 

4. Who do you think lives there 

and why? 

Prediction / Inference 
 

Look at picture number 3.  
Who do you think the men are? What 
do you think they are doing? Do you 
think they are kind or unkind? Why? 

Non - Fiction 

Writing 

Last week we worked on an adventure 
in your story!  You should now have 
your wonderful beginnings and a 
fantastic middle.  This week we are 
going to look at writing a good ending 
using some different sentence types.  
 
Today we are going to look at using 
commands. Commands are bossy 

Today we are going to look at questions. 
We usually ask questions when we need 
to find out some information. 
Therefore, questions are sentences that 
need an answer.  
Imagine you have just come back from 
your adventure. Who might you see 
first? What questions might they ask 
you? Write some questions that that 

The focus of today’s writing task is 
exclamations. Exclamations are used to 
show strong feelings, shock, surprise or 
excitement. They always have an 
exclamation mark at the end. 
Here are some examples: 
I LOVE that song! 
That cake is amazing! 
He was so rude! 

Today I would like you to write an 
ending to your adventure using all of the 

different sentence types.  
 

Remember to make it a happy ending! 
 

Can’t wait to read them! 



sentences, they give instructions. They 
use bossy (imperative) verbs. Here are 
some examples: Put that down! Sit up 
straight. Look at that fish! Think about 
what happened in your adventure 
from last week. Can you add some 
commands using the verbs on the 
bossy verb mat provided? 

person might ask you about your 
adventure. Remember to punctuate 
them correctly with a question mark.  

Wow! 
Happy Birthday! 
 
Look at the questions that you wrote 
yesterday. Can you answer them with 
an exclamation? 

 

Maths 

Follow the link below to see videos for 
the attached sheets 
  
Summer Term week 5 

https://whiterosemaths.com/hom

elearning/year-2/ 

Follow the link below to see videos for 
the attached sheets 
  
Summer Term week 5 

https://whiterosemaths.com/home

learning/year-2/ 

Follow the link below to see videos for 
the attached sheets 
  
Summer Term week 5 

https://whiterosemaths.com/home

learning/year-2/ 

Follow the link below to see videos for 
the attached sheets 
  
Summer Term week 5 

https://whiterosemaths.com/home

learning/year-2/ 

Challenges 

History 
Can you research Mary Seacole? 

Who was she? 
What was she famous for? 

Where was she from and where did 
she live? 

When was she born? 
Why do you think Mary Seacole was a 

hero? 
 

You can choose to present your work 
in any way you choose – you could 
type it up or make a poster or an 

information fact file! Don’t forget to 
upload your work on to Seesaw or 

Dojo so I can see it! 

Science 
Read through the information and 

watch the clip below: 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/art

icles/z4svgwx 

 
Can you talk about the differences 

between the different animal types with 
a grown up?  

 
Can you cut out the different animals 

and put them into the correct groups? 

Computing 
 

Can you help the Beebot find his way 
around the zoo? 

 
Take a look at the Bee Bot worksheet. 

 
 

Geography 
 
Night and Day 
Can you look at our world – day and 
night?  Answer the questions and take a 
look at the challenges.  
 

 

 
Other useful resources 
Check out ‘The Reading Realm’ on Facebook. They are doing story sessions and fun writing sessions too.  
Cosmic kids – https://www.youtube.com/user/CosmicKidsYoga 
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/ Twinkl are offering their services free for a month. Parents can find lots of useful resources on there. 
https://www.youtube.com/user/GoNoodleGames - Go Noodle is a brilliant way to get children active in the house.  
https://www.youtube.com/user/thebodycoach1 Joe Wicks Live PE sessions 9am or video clips from live sessions.  
https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/books/free-ebooks/ 
https://Connect.collins.co.uk/school/portal.aspx 
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https://www.edinburghzoo.org.uk/webcams/ 
https://www.commonsensemedia.org 

Year 1 and 2 Common Exception Words 
 

https://www.edinburghzoo.org.uk/webcams/
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/


Spelling 3 



 
 

Spelling 4  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



                            

           

 

 



 



 



 



 Science 
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Cut out the animals and paste them into the correct box! 



 



Computing – Beebots 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



Geography – Night & Day 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 







  

 


